Champion Trees are Awesome!

Summer has arrived, and it’s a glorious time to walk in the woods.
Have you ever noticed how massive some of the trees are when you spend time in the forest? Each state has designated “Champio
“Champion
n Trees” that reach enormous
heights, widths, and girth.
Peter Wholleben, in his classic book The Hidden Life of Trees
Trees, What They Feel, How They Communicate – Discoveries from a Secret World describes how trees
communicate with each other. We can share the energy of trees by being mindful in the forest. Find a tree that resonates w
with
ith you. Take three or more deep
cleansing breaths and open your heart. Send LOVE to your chosen tree and feel peaceful, soothing energy enter your soul. Expr
Express
ess thanks while you enjoy being
surrounded by forest magic.
The American Forests Organization publishes an updated list of champion trees every two years. The National Register of Champion Trees began as a competition in
i
1940, over 80 years ago, to discover and protect the most giant trees in the United States.
Locate and measure large trees in your area. Expand the official registry of champion trees by nominating your local tree! En
Enjoy
joy these beautiful, majestic symbols of
nature’s bounty by spending time in the woods this summer. Reduce the stress and anxiety of this past year and allow yourself to experience the calming energy of
trees.

We Touched Heaven

I’m delighted to have my Spiritual Transformative Experience, when I began communicating with my brother David after he passe
passed,
d, included in Claudia Watts Edge
latest book: We Touched Heaven, An International Collection of Experiences that Reached Beyond the Veil.
Dr. Raymond Moody, Ph.D., M.D. endorsed this stunning compilation of actual life
life-changing
changing events. He says, “These stories together give us hope that what we call
death is a transition into a transcendent world of love and light.”
Personal stories from Lilia
lia Samoilo, Ingrid Honkala, Elizabeth Boisson, Sandra Champlain, Rev. Bill McDonald, PMH Atwater, Rev. Lee Witting, Caroline Chang, Tony
Woody, Sue Pighini, Chase DeMayo, and a host of others are included in this fabulous collection of universal wonders.
Various belief systems, healing techniques, and therapy resources for illness and disabilities are provided in this remarkabl
remarkable
e compilation of synchronistic events that
broaden our perspective of life.

Animal Turnpike Bridges Save Lives

Animal lives are being saved by the installation of turnpike overpasses designed to facilitate safe crossing over highways.
Utah installed its largest wildlife overpass in 2018, and successful use has been reached years earlier than expected. A three
three-mile fence
ce blocks animals from the
turnpike. It opens at the wildlife overpass designed to provide wilderness creatures with safe crossing. In collaboration wit
with
h Utah’s Division of Wildlife Resources, the
Department of Transportation helped build this structure, sstrategically based on animals’ migratory patterns.
The use of animal bridges began in France in the 1950s. The Netherlands has over 600 wildlife crossings. Banff National Park in Alberta, Canada, created a variety of
animal bridges 25 years ago.
Smallerr animal lives have also been saved. The state of Washington has a rope bridge called “Nutty Narrows Bridge” that guides squi
squirrels
rrels across a busy turnpike.
Australia has a bridge on Christmas Island that guides 50 million red crabs over a busy road to assis
assist their migration.
Many deer, bears, moose, elk, mountain lions, squirrels, crabs, and numerous other animal lives have been saved by these crea
creative
tive animal bridges worldwide.

Bright Awakenings

My delightful friend Ingrid Honkala and Heather Driscoll are offering an in
in-person weekend retreat called Bright Awakenings: Unravel Your Truth and Release Your
Fears.
Come join Ingrid and Heather this August 14 & 15, 2021, in Woodstock, CT, for an enlightening weekend of illumination and ins
inspiration.
piration. Ignite your soul, discover your
passion, and connect with the spiritual realm.
lm. Discover transformational energy designed to reconnect with your inner power. Glean wisdom and calm your mind by
spending the weekend with these two remarkable women!

Namaste, Pennsylvania Occupational Therapy Association Holistic Support Group
Guest Speaker: Ana Hernando, OTR, MOT, MBA
Self Talk: Using Neuroplasticity to Change Perceptions and Increase Outcomes

Come join us for an illuminating presentation on Thursday, June 17, from 77-8:30 pm EST. Everyone is welcome!
Ana Hernando teaches us how to reprogram our brain with positive thoughts that affect our actions and behaviors. Ana’s dynami
dynamicc presentation provides specific
techniques to facilitate internal change. Experience the wonder of Self Talk by this international speaker who teaches skills of empowerment.
Receive 1.5 continuing education contact hours approved by the National Board of Certification for Occupational Therapy. Regi
Register
ster at the POTA.org home page
website, Namaste section.

LOVE to YOU!

It’s wonderful experiencing the freedom of our recent “mask
“mask-less”
less” existence! Enjoying beautiful summer rays while actually seeing the smiles of family and friends is
fabulous.
Feel the LOVE that surrounds you. Allow yourself to breathe in the fresh air of independence. Reclaim your inner strength by knowing you are very loved.
Thank you for being a wonderful part of my life.
Sending YOU lots of LOVE always and forever,
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